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cmtract learning involves the negotiaticn and setting qp of a c.mtract ffith students, detailing
requiranents and methods of coorse ilssessnent. It prnnises mre student involvanent and
initiative. In this paper, r.e describe an attSlf't to bring a nrx:1ified fonn of c.mtract learning
into a tertiary-level English language c1assroan. It was found that students r.ere generally
unable to take advantage of the flexibility offered. Palsible itrplicatiaJS are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The students in the English
Language Teaching Unit's first year
English courses are
generally
critical of their own proficiency.
They are distressed by a record of
inadequate performance stretching
back, in some cases, over fourteen
years.
Their rather negative
orientation lends a particular
point to the Uni t 's long-standing
debate about how term grades should
be awarded. Should this be done on
the basis of proficiency achieved,
on the amount of progress made, or
indeed on the effort to learn as
far as can be noted from classroom
behaviour and assigned material?
Teachers broadly agree that
32 hours of class contact per term
of
14
weeks
offers
scant
opportunity for marked improvement
in global skills and knowledge of
the language.
It is only to be
expected that most students will
leave the course at more or less
the same level of proficiency as
when
they
enter,
but
with
significantly more resources at
their disposal, and hopefully, a
more positive attitude towards
language learning.
Grades for
effort, on the other hand, offer a
distorted account. They may lead
students
and
others,
e.g.
employers, interpreting them to
arrive at unjustified conclusions
about
ability,
since
most

university grades on
subjectcentred courses at this level show
the
extent
of
mastery
and
understanding of the topics taught.
At the same time, much noise
has been made by our students over
the 'spoonfeeding' they experienced
in secondary school, or 'passivity'
in learning. It seems to them that
the school and its teachers are in
absolute control, while they rarely
know what is expected of them.
Teachers sometimes don't
know
either, or at least haven't got
things down to the finest details.
It is not rare to see students
juggling
with
deadlines,
or
cancelling prior arrangements at
the last minute to cope wi th
teacher demands.
Given
the
'advanced' stage of learning of our
students, perhaps it was time to
consider incorporating more student
input into the learning process,
and more student responsibility.
It was in this context that
three of us ' set out to· introduce
contract learning to our colleagues
and to our students.
An initial
suggestion came from one of the
authors of this paper, who had made
an attempt to define standards in
writing
for
his
first
year
students.
The result had been a
number of different descriptions,
known as 'JACE' (Just Acceptable
College English), produced after
prolonged
negot i a t ion
and
discussion in class with the

